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Overview and Investment Thesis 
The shares of Dole Food Company (“Dole” or “the Company”) have declined by 22% following the 

September 2012 announcement that it would be selling its Worldwide Packaged Foods and Asia Fresh 
businesses to ITOCHU (expected to close April 1, 2013). In our view, and as we have previously stated, Dole is 
receiving an extremely attractive price for these businesses (9.0x trailing EBITDA) and the vast majority of 
proceeds (~$1.5 billion after tax) is targeted toward debt reduction, which will markedly improve Dole’s balance 
sheet. The Company’s leverage (net debt/EBITDA) is expected to decline from 4.0x pre-transaction to ~1.8x by 
the end of 2013. Importantly, we believe the new Dole will become a meaningful free cash flow generator, with 
annual free cash flow of over $100 million (+10% FCF yield) reflecting significantly lower interest expense. We 
expect Dole to achieve this level of FCF over the next 12 to 18 months as it pays down and refinances existing 
debt and implements cost savings to reflect its smaller footprint (divested businesses represented nearly 40% of 
Dole’s 2011 revenue). While Dole has stated that its newfound financial flexibility will allow it to pursue 
opportunities in the fruit/produce business, we believe the Company will also have the ability to further reduce 
debt and begin to return value to shareholders through dividends, special dividends and/or share repurchases.  

So why have Dole shares declined amidst this favorable development? We believe indiscriminate 
investor selling and Dole’s uninspiring initial outlook for 2013 results have provided the greatest overhang. On 
November 1, 2012, Dole’s Chairman David Murdock delivered 23.3 million shares of his Dole stock, 
representing over 26% of the Company’s outstanding shares, to a trust to settle a personal loan. We suspect 
that these shares largely ended up in the hands of investors who had no intention of remaining long term Dole 
shareholders. In addition to the forced selling, in early January 2013 Dole communicated a disappointing outlook 
for 2013 results that pressured the shares. While management’s outlook was disappointing, and was attributed 
to a competitive North American banana industry, we would note the following: First, the Company’s outlook 
reflects only $20 million of cost savings although management stated a total of $50 million was targeted at the 
time of the deal announcement. We strongly believe that there is plenty of low hanging fruit at the Company. 
Despite reemerging as a public company in 2009, in our view Dole has continued to be managed as a private 
company. Second, we believe that recently communicated guidance likely understates the Company’s true run 
rate profitability. In our view, investors should maintain a healthy degree of skepticism toward Murdock/Dole, 
especially since we believe that recent developments are likely pointing to a potential opportunistic management 
buyout of the Company. These developments include the appointment of the Company’s general counsel, who 
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has no prior operating experience, to the position of President and Chief Operating Officer and recent 
management statements that have downplayed the Company’s valuable asset base. In addition, Mr. Murdock, 
who turns 90 this year, announced last December that he will become CEO of the Company when the deal 
closes (former CEO will be joining ITOCHU).  

Applying a conservative valuation for the Company’s non-core assets including approximately ~25,000 
acres of idle land in Hawaii, we estimate Dole’s shares trade at just 4.5x our 2015E EBITDA. While current 
profitability in the banana industry is depressed, we would caution against extrapolating recent adverse trends. 
In our view, longer term banana industry conditions are bright, reflecting favorable demographics, prospects for 
improving economies in key markets, and more favorable supply/demand dynamics. We believe the recent 
selloff represents an extremely attractive entry point for investors, and shares offer a compelling risk/reward 
scenario at current levels. Our estimate of Dole’s intrinsic value is over $19 a share, representing 70% upside 
from current levels. Should banana industry conditions improve quicker than anticipated and/or if Dole decides 
to deploy its strong balance sheet and cash generating abilities toward shareholder friendly initiatives, we would 
not be surprised to see shares surpass our intrinsic value estimate. 

Following the ITOCHU transaction, the new Dole will remain a leader in the sourcing, distribution and 
marketing of bananas, pineapples and other tropical fruits, packaged salads, fresh-packed vegetables and fresh 
berries.  The new Dole has greater exposure to commodity oriented fruits and vegetables with the Fresh Fruit 
segment now representing 74% of overall revenue (vs. 69%) and the Fresh Vegetables segment now 
accounting for 26% of overall revenue (vs. 14%). Based on our projections, the sale of bananas now accounts 
for ~30% of overall revenue compared with 27% pre-transaction. The following illustrates new Dole’s revenue by 
segment and geographic exposure: 

New Dole Focused on Fruits and Vegetables – Strong Market Share in Key Markets 

New Dole Revenues 2012 

 

New Dole Geographic Exposure 

 
Note: Excludes $1.5 million of revenues attributed to the  
          Corporate Segment 

Note: Geographic exposure based on 2011 Revenue 

 

• Fresh Fruit (74% of Revenue)

• 

 – Dole’s Fresh Fruit segment is the market share leader in 
bananas in North America (~34%) and holds the number two position in Europe (~7% share). 
The Company also holds a leading position in fresh pineapples.  

Fresh Vegetables (26% of Revenue)

Fresh Fruit
$3,141
74%

Fresh 
Vegetables

$1,104
26%

 – Dole’s Fresh Vegetables segment sells packaged 
salads and has a line of fresh-packed products that includes iceberg and romaine lettuce, 
celery, and fresh berries including strawberries and blueberries. During 2011, approximately 
58% of segment revenue was derived from value-added products such as packaged salads and 

North 
America

58%
Europe

33%

Other
9%

Total Revenue: $4,245.2 MM 
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packaged fresh cut vegetables. Notably, Dole’s packaged salads commanded a 32% market 
share during 2011, according to data from IRI, up from 26% in 2010.  

Geographic Exposure – North America and Europe Represent Larger Share of Revenue 
In terms of geographic mix, the new Dole has increased its exposure to both North America (58% vs. 

46%) and Europe (33% vs. 23%). While investors may be uneasy with Dole’s increased exposure to these lower 
growth economies, we would note the following: First, 90% of Dole’s North American banana business by retail 
volume is secured under annual contracts, which helps insulate the Company from the volatile banana spot 
market. Second, within Europe, the Company has implemented significant cost reduction measures in each of 
2010 and 2011 ($60 million in total annual savings), which should position the business well in that country 
when economic conditions in the region begin to improve. Finally, both regions offer significant demographic 
tailwinds as fruit consumption tends to increase as consumers age.  

In our September 2012 Dole Report, we cautioned that there could be a near term overhang on the 
Company’s shares associated with Murdock’s then upcoming loan settlement. On November 1, 2012, David 
Murdock settled a personal loan by delivering 23.3 million shares of his Dole stock to a trust (note: Mr. Murdock 
received 2.2 million shares for his ownership stake in the trust). Other than Murdock, we suspect most investors 
in the trust had no intention of becoming  long-term Dole investors. Accordingly, we believe Dole’s recent share 
price decline largely reflects forced/non-fundamental based selling. Dole shares declined by over 30% between 
September 2012 and its January 2013 lows ($9.82 a share), before retracing some of the losses over the past 
two months.  

Dole Shares Under Pressure – Indiscriminate Investor Selling, Weak Outlook and Deal Uncertainty 

 
 

Dole shares also likely faced selling pressure in recent months from one of its top 5 institutional holders. 
According to a recent article that appeared in Pensions & Investments, Aletheia Research and Management 
filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy protection in November 2011.1

                                                      
1 “Aletheia struggling to stay afloat”, Pensions & Investments; November 26, 2012 

http://www.pionline.com/article/20121126/PRINTSUB/311269977 

 At the end of 3Q 2012, Aletheia held 2.6 million 
shares of Dole and we would not be surprised if the vast majority of that firm’s Dole position was sold during the 
quarter (As of late February, Aletheia had not filed its 12/31/12 13F-HR.).  

2/22/2012: Dole 
announces it expects to 
close ITOCHU transaction 
on April 1st. 

Between 7/24/2012 
and 8/16/2012, David 
Murdock deploys 
nearly $61 million in 
the purchase of 
~5 million shares (avg. 
cost: $12.21a share)  

9/17/2012: Dole announces 
Itochu transaction. 

11/1/2012: David Murdock delivers 
23.3 million shares of Dole Stock held 
in collateral to trust for settlement of 
personal loan. 

1/2/2013: Dole delivers 
disappointing guidance 
and announces delay in 
China approval. 

8/31/2012: David Murdock 
announces that he will settle 
upcoming loan with Dole stock 
rather than cash. 

1/24/2013: Dole announces it 
has received approval from 
China and expects transaction 
to close in 30 days. 

5/3/2012: Dole announces 
that it is implementing a 
strategic business review. 
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Dole shares were further pressured when in early January of this year the firm communicated a 
disappointing 2013 outlook (discussed in further detail below). At that time, Dole also stated that it still had not 
closed the transaction with ITOCHU as it was awaiting approval from China. With the transaction initially 
expected to close at year-end 2012, we suspect the delayed closing spooked some investors, despite 
management assurances that there were no competitive issues that would preclude antitrust approval from that 
country. Although we do not know for certain, we believe the vast majority of forced selling has already occurred 
given the elevated share volume in recent months. Since November 1, 2012, Dole’s average daily share volume 
has been 1.3 million shares, including 2 days with volume over 5 million shares. This compares with average 
daily volume of 391,377 for the six-month period that preceded Dole’s announcement on 5/3/2012 that it was 
conducting a strategic review of its business.  

 

Dole Daily Share Price Volume September 1, 2012 to February 22, 2013 

 

In our 2012 AAF Summer Double Issue, we highlighted Dole as a stock that could see value unlocked 
through the so-called “Octogenarian Effect.” As we stated in that report, David Murdock, who turns 90 this year, 
has no obvious heir apparent to run Dole after he passes on. In addition, we noted a number of recent 
developments that suggest Mr. Murdock could be interested in streamlining his estate including recent sales of 
Lanai (estimated proceeds of $500 million-$600 million) and an apartment on the Upper East Side of Manhattan.  

Has David Murdock Gone Bananas? Recent Developments Point to a Management Buyout 

While we had previously speculated that Murdock may be looking to shed the rest of Dole following the 
ITOCHU sale, recent moves suggest Murdock is positioning for a management buyout. It should be noted that 
proceeds from the aforementioned sale of Lanai would go a long way toward funding such a transaction. Below 
we summarize recent developments that suggest Mr. Murdock could be interested in taking Dole private: 

• Murdock Returns to CEO Position – Following shareholder approval of the ITOCHU transaction in 
December 2012, Dole announced a series of management changes. Perhaps the most noteworthy 
was the appointment of Chairman Murdock to the CEO position. Dole’s current CEO will join 
ITOCHU when the deal closes.  

• Dole’s General Counsel Appointed to President and COO Position; CFO to Depart –  
If Murdock’s assumption of the CEO position does not raise any eyebrows, the departure of  
Joseph Tesoriero (age 58), Dole’s CFO, and the appointment of C. Michael Carter, Dole’s long time 
general counsel, to President and COO when the deal closes, should. It should be noted that 
Mr. Carter was instrumental in completing the Dole transaction and received a “special” $1 million 
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bonus for doing so. Further, it is worth highlighting that Mr. Carter does not have any prior operating 
experience on his resume.  

• Dole Downplays its Asset Values – We find it curious that just 4 months after boasting about its 
“state of the art, vertically-integrated refrigerated supply chain”2

• Management Communicates Disappointing Outlook – On January 2, 2013, Dole management 
provided a disappointing initial outlook for pro forma 2013 EBITDA. Dole stated that it expects pro 
forma 2013 EBITDA for the new Dole, including cost savings in the $20 million range, will be in the 
$150-$170 million range (note: the EBITDA range was well below the $246 million on a pro forma 
basis that Dole stated in September that it would have generated during 2011 reflecting $50 million 
in cost savings). Dole attributed its weak outlook to a competitive environment with some 
competitors trying to “buy market share.” Just three weeks later, management stated results for 
2013 will likely come in at the low end of its previously communicated range. While Dole enters into 
annual contracts with its customers, our conversations with the Company revealed that the 
contracts typically come up for renewal at varying points throughout the year. We find it curious that 
the Company would issue such a wide guidance range only to have to lower expectations after such 
a short time period had elapsed. Further, we would note that the ~$20 million in projected cost 
savings management expects to realize during 2013 is well below the ~$50 million in savings 
initially communicated at the time of the ITOCHU transaction.  

 in September 2012, Dole 
management stated in January 2013 that “potential investments could include ... required updating 
of our owned vessel fleet, which has an average age of 21 years.” If only Dole shareholders were so 
lucky to see Chairman Murdock age this quickly! Further, Dole has recently begun talking down the 
value of its non-core assets, primarily its ~25,000 acres of owned and idle land in Hawaii. 
Management stated last September that its non-core assets were valued at over $500 million, the 
bulk of which represents its Hawaii land. However, in a February 22, 2012 press release Dole 
management stated that targeted proceeds from land it is not currently farming (21,800 acres), 
which could take a couple of years to realize, are expected to be in the $175 million-$200 million 
range. It’s unclear from Dole’s press release if all of the 21,800 acres need to be sold in order to 
reach its targeted proceeds amount.  

Assessing David Murdock’s Motives 
While attempting to interpret David Murdock’s motives is likely a fool’s errand, we have come up with 

the following observations: We suspect that one explanation for Dole’s aforementioned inconsistent statements 
is that inflating the Company’s asset values could have been part of a ploy to drive Dole’s shares higher prior to 
Murdock’s loan settlement. It should be noted that the higher Dole’s share price traded just prior to settlement 
(~20 days), the fewer Dole shares Murdock would have been required to relinquish. In our view, recent moves to 
attempt to drive shares lower would appear consistent with a scheme to try to acquire the Company 
opportunistically. We would note that there may be a limit to how low Mr. Murdock may be willing to pressure the 
share price. According to Dole’s April 2012 proxy filing, Mr. Murdock has an additional 19.7 million of his shares 
(in addition to shares that had backed his personal loan) pledged as collateral for a loan facility that he utilizes 
for his personal business interests.  

With David Murdock controlling 40% of Dole’s shares, it is possible that he may try to opportunistically 
take Dole private. However, we would note that the last time Murdock took Dole private (in 2003) he was forced 
to increase his bid for the Company by 14% above his initial bid, with the increased offer representing a 37% 
premium to Dole’s share price just prior to his original going private proposal. While Murdock has a larger stake 
in the Company now (40% vs. 24% in 2003), it appears that the composition of Dole’s board is more favorable 
for minority shareholders this time around as David Murdock is the only current Dole board member who also 
served on the Company’s board when Dole went private in 2003 (note: David Murdock’s son Justin serves on 
the current Dole Board.). Notable current board members include: Elaine Chao, a former Secretary of Labor 
(2001 to 2009) who also serves on the board of Wells Fargo and Protective Life; Andrew Conrad, co-founder of 

                                                      
2 Dole Presentation entitled “Sale of Worldwide Packaged Foods and Asia Fresh Produce Businesses”, September 18, 2012 

http://investors.dole.com/phoenix.zhtml?c=231558&p=irol-presentations 
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National Genetics Institute, which is now part of LabCorp, where Mr. Conrad currently serves as an EVP and 
Chief Scientific Officer; and Dennis Weinberg, who is a founding director for WellPoint. 

Given the importance of the banana industry to Dole’s results, we provide a review of the factors 
currently impacting the market. The following illustrates revenue and profitability trends for Dole’s Fresh Fruit 
segment, largely driven by banana sales, which account for an estimated 40%+ of segment revenue. 

Banana Industry Under Pressure – Long Term Prospects Still Favorable 

 

Dole's Fresh Fruit Segment Adjusted EBITDA ($MM) 

2007 2008 2009 2010  2011 
9 Mos. 
2011 

Revenues 

9 Mos. 
2012 

$4,737.
0 

$5,401.
0 

$4,711.
0 

$4,793.
0 

$5,024.
0  $3,577.0 $3,517.0 

Adjusted EBITDA $281.3 $346.1 $323.0 $216.0 $260.0  $246.0 $177.0 
Adjusted EBITDA 
Margin 5.94% 6.41% 6.86% 4.51% 5.18%  6.88% 5.03% 
Note: 2011 results favorably impacted by force majeure surcharge  
Note: Fresh Fruit Segment includes Asia Fresh Business, a similar business to New Dole's Fresh Fruit Segment, which is being divested. 
Source: Company presentations 

 

While profitability in the banana industry is depressed, we would caution against extrapolating recent 
adverse trends. There have been a number of factors that have impacted industry profitability including a weak 
economic environment in the Company’s largest markets (U.S. and Europe) and elevated fuel prices. As 
illustrated in the table below, fuel prices have generally exhibited a sustained upward trajectory over the past 
decade. 

 

Bloomberg 380 Centistoke Bunker Fuel Spot Price/Rotterdam Netherlands 

 

According to management, the new Dole will require ~175,000 metric tons of bunker fuel for its 
operations on an annual basis. While fuel costs are not a significant component of the Company’s cost structure 
(bunker fuel is less expensive than other fuel sources), elevated prices can have a meaningful impact on results, 
especially if Dole is unable to pass higher fuel costs along to consumers. According to Dole’s 2011 10-K, a 10% 
increase in the price of bunker fuel would negatively impact operating income by nearly $18 million. In the 
current challenging/competitive environment, it has been difficult for Dole to pass along price increases to its 
customers. 
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Factors that Could Help Improve Future Profitability  
Despite the near term challenges, we believe there are a number of factors that could drive Dole’s 

banana profitability higher over the long term. Favorable demographics including aging consumers in key 
markets and rising household incomes around the globe bode well for both future consumption and demand. 
These considerations will also likely favorably impact industry supply/demand dynamics, in our view.   

• Favorable Demographics

• 

 – As we noted above, demographic tailwinds presented by aging 
consumers in the U.S. and Europe should bode well for fruit consumption. According to the Food 
Institute’s Demographics of Consumer Food Spending, in 2011 consumers over the age of 35 
accounted for 77% of the population, but represented 81% of fresh produce consumption. In 
addition, we would note that there tends to be a strong positive correlation between household 
income and fresh produce consumption. With an increasing number of consumers in emerging 
market economies entering the middle class, we would expect to see an increase in global fresh 
produce consumption. While the new Dole no longer has exposure to emerging markets, we would 
expect this development to create a more favorable supply/demand dynamic, which will likely bode 
well for future pricing.  

Leveling the Playing Field in Europe

• 

 – While Dole has exposure to both North America and Europe, 
the ongoing reduction of the banana tariff tax for imported Latin American bananas could bode well 
for profitability in the Company’s important U.S. market. After a multi decade dispute representing 
the longest international trade conflict including 8 World Trade Organization (WTO) cases, the 
banana trade war recently and finally came to an end. In November 2012, the EU and 10 Latin 
American countries signed an agreement, which follows on the heels of a December 2009 
resolution, whereby the EU has agreed to gradually reduce tariffs on imported bananas from 
€176/tonne to €114/tonne within eight years. Some industry observers believe the tariff could fall 
much further over a longer time horizon. With the potential for additional Latin American banana 
production entering Europe, we believe this is favorable for Dole and could have a positive impact 
on its business in both markets – potential for increased Europe market share and tighter supply 
(higher pricing) for the U.S.  

Healthy Lifestyle Preferences

• 

 - Recognizing the importance of fruit and vegetable consumption, 
consumers are increasingly making healthy lifestyle changes and companies are adapting to these 
changing preferences. McDonald’s entrance into the smoothie category a few years ago serves as 
a prime example. In addition, a recurring theme among federal and state policy makers for a 
number of years has been initiatives aimed at improving the eating habits of Americans. We believe 
these considerations likely bode well for increasing consumption of fresh produce. 

Miscellaneous – On a near term basis, tighter global supply conditions of bananas could set the 
stage for future price increases in upcoming contract negotiations. According to Dole, a December 
2012 typhoon in the Philippines wiped out approximately 14% of the Asian banana industry. While 
Dole noted earlier this year it had not seen any impact on prices in North America and Europe yet, 
prices in the Asia market have been rising. Meanwhile, heavy rains in Ecuador during 2012 are 
expected to reduce banana exports from that country by about 10%. In addition to these supply 
considerations, we would note that a new CEO took the helm at competitor Chiquita last October. 
We would not be surprised if the appointment ultimately leads to more rational industry pricing. 
During Chiquita’s 3Q 2012 earnings call, that company’s CFO alluded to higher pricing as contracts 
come up for renewal, stating, “As we move through the renewal cycle we’ll have an opportunity to 
adjust pricing in any one of those renewal periods.” 

In September 2012, Dole stated that its non-core assets were worth over $500 million. Based on 
previous comments by Dole, ~$400 million of its non-core assets represented the ~25,000 acres of Company-
owned land in Oahu, Hawaii. As we noted above, recent comments by management suggest the land in Hawaii 
may not be worth as much as the Company previously indicated. According to information from CBRE, the firm 
that is marketing Dole’s land, the implied value (based on the asking price) per acre of the 18k acres of land that 
Dole is currently trying to sell is just under $12k per acre ($217 million total). We note that this is below the 

Dole May Have Previously Overstated its Hawaii Land; However, There Are Other Hidden Assets  
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~$15k per acre implied by management’s previous comments that its Hawaii land is worth $400 million. While 
Dole believes near term monetization of the land it is not currently farming to be $175 million to $200 million, we 
would not be surprised if this amount proved conservative. We would also remind readers that Dole also owns 
an additional ~80,000 acres of land most of which is located in Central America (Honduras and Costa Rica).   

But Wait, There’s More! 
While the value of Dole’s Hawaii real estate may not be worth as much as we previously stated, we 

would note a couple of valuable Dole assets that were not highlighted in our initial report. Dole owns its 
headquarters in Westlake Village, CA. While the price of California office real estate has not been immune to 
declining real estate values across the country, the property was assessed at $39 million in 2011 and has no 
mortgage. In addition, we would also note that the Company’s headquarters building is not your typical office 
complex. The 260,000 square foot Dole complex, which was designed by noted architect Arnold Savrann, 
opened in 1999 and was constructed at a cost of $65 million. According to a PR piece on the building, “Interior 
walls have cherry trim and paneling, and the highest-quality millwork and stone floors are seen throughout the 
facility.” With Dole’s smaller footprint post transaction, we believe the headquarters building to be excessive for 
its employee base. We also believe that Dole owns the land (but not the buildings) adjacent to its headquarters, 
where a Four Seasons hotel and Murdock’s Wellbeing Center is located.  

In addition, Dole is the co-owner (along with Castle & Cook) of a Bombardier Global Express aircraft, 
which is believed to be one of one of the largest and most expensive corporate jets. With a market cap of under 
$1 billion, we believe the Company’s ownership of the asset is extremely egregious. The estimated value of the 
jet is approximately $25 million. We would not be surprised if there were other significant hidden assets owned 
by the Company.  

In determining our estimate of Dole’s intrinsic value, we have applied a 7.0x multiple to our 2015E 
EBITDA for the Fresh Fruit segment and an 8.0x multiple to our 2015E EBITDA for the Fresh Vegetables 
segment. We would note that these multiples are higher than the 5.0x and 6.0x multiples we applied to the 
Fresh Fruit and Fresh Vegetables segments, respectively in our September 2012 report on Dole. We believe 
these higher multiples are appropriate reflecting the fact that Dole is selling its Asia Fresh business, which is 
similar to Dole’s Fresh Fruit segment, at ~7.0x EBITDA as part of the ITOCHU transaction. In addition we would 
note that publicly traded fresh produce companies including Calavo Growers, Chiquita, and Fresh Del Monte 
currently trade at an average EV/EBITDA based on TTM results of 8.0x.  

Valuation and Conclusion 

 

 
Dole Food Company - Estimate of Intrinsic Value 

Fresh Fruit @ 7x 2015E EBITDA 
Value ($MM) 

$1,128  
Fresh Vegetables @ 8x 2015E EBITDA $612  
2015E Net Debt ($103) 
Corporate Expense @ 7x 2015E EBITDA ($140) 
Underfunded Pension @ 75% 2011 amount ($206) 
Non-core assets (Hawaii land, etc.) 
 

$300  
 

Equity Value $1,591 
  
2015E Shares Outstanding 
 

83.1 
 

Estimate of Intrinsic Value (Per Share) $19.15 
  
Implied Upside to Intrinsic Value Estimate 70.1% 
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Based on our projections, our consolidated 2015E EBITDA for Dole is $218 million. While this is well 
above management’s 2013 pro forma projection of $150 to $170 million, we note it is still meaningfully below the 
Company’s 2011 run rate levels. In fact, while we have projected margin expansion for the Fresh Fruit segment, 
we note that our 2015E EBITDA margin is still over 100 basis points below recent peak levels. For the Fresh 
Vegetables segment, we project mid single-digit revenue growth over the next three years. We project Fresh 
Vegetables EBITDA margins to expand by ~160 basis points from 2012 levels to nearly 6%. We note that 2012 
EBITDA was impacted by ~$15-$20 million due to unprecedented low pricing in the commodity oriented 
vegetables category. Longer term, we view our 6% EBITDA margin assumption for the Fresh Vegetables 
segment as conservative given the significant opportunities of the business and its good pricing power in value 
added categories (~58% of segment revenue). At present, packaged salad penetration currently stands at about 
one per household each month, but there should be an opportunity to increase penetration of this product over 
the long-term.  

Risks that Dole may not achieve our estimate of intrinsic value include, but are not limited to:
Risks 

3

• Further Inroads from Direct Sourcing – Large retailers (Tesco, Morrisons and Wal-Mart/Asda, 
etc.) have pursued direct sourcing opportunities, which could impact Dole’s market share and future 
profitability. According to the CTA (Technical Centre for Agricultural and Rural Cooperation ACP-
EU), direct sourcing “has seen the market share of the traditional five big banana companies fall 
from over 85% in the 1990s to 70% in 2012.” 

 

4

• Unfavorable Corporate Governance Actions – With David Murdock controlling 40% of Dole’s 
shares, it’s possible that he may try to opportunistically take Dole private. As we noted above, there 
have recently been a few developments that suggest there is reason to be skeptical of Mr. Murdock. 
Nevertheless, we believe that the composition of the Company’s board is more favorable now than 
it was the last time he took the Company private. It should be noted that back then Mr. Murdock was 
forced to raise his initial bid for the Company.  

 While direct sourcing has experienced some 
success, we would note that gains have been experienced in a low inflation environment and, in 
recent years, an excess of refrigeration capacity created in the aftermath of the global economic 
slowdown. Although Dole has seen its ownership of fixed assets (ships, containers, etc.) as a 
disadvantage recently, we note that this could provide a significant advantage in an inflationary 
environment. Further, we believe that there are only a select number of companies that have the 
capacity to pursue such opportunities. Managing the entire distribution process including 
relationships with growers, logistics, etc. is extremely complicated, in our view.  

• Renewed Economic Weakness – The divestiture of Dole’s Packaged Foods and Asia Fresh 
business increases the Company’s exposure to the U.S. (58% vs. 46%) and Europe (33% vs. 23%). 
It’s possible that there could be some near term headwinds associated with economic uncertainty in 
either or both of these countries.  

• Capital Allocation Uncertainty – Following the ITOCHU transaction, Dole will have significant 
balance sheet flexibility. Management has stated a variety of potential sources of investment 
including updating its vessel fleet or pursuing acquisitions in the fresh produce industry. It’s possible 
that Dole could overpay for acquisitions to the detriment of shareholder value.  

Asset Analysis Focus certifies that the views expressed in this report accurately reflect the personal 
views of our analysts about the subject securities and issuers mentioned. We also certify that no part of our 
analysts’ compensation was, is, or will be, directly or indirectly, related to the specific views expressed in this 
report.  

Analyst Certification 

                                                      
3 See our AAF Dole Food Company, Inc. report dated 9/12/12 for a discussion of additional risks. 
4 http://agritrade.cta.int/Agriculture/Commodities/Bananas/Trends-in-the-UK-and-European-banana-markets  
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